
Guild Activity Report 

Guild:  Aurora Colony Handspinner’s Guild 

Representative:  Carrie Rohn 

From: October 2018 to March 2019 

Monthly Meeting:                   

October - The Fiber Challenge for 2018 was announced and it was a breed study of 

Shetland sheep.  We were encouraged to get to know the fiber qualities as well as learn 

about the Shetland Islands.  There will be prizes for Most Creative, Most appropriate for 

the fiber, Best skein, Best in show and Best Scottish flavor.  Members could spin, felt, 

weave, needle felt or use the 2 ounces of fiber as they saw fit.  

 November and December – No meetings were held since we meet on the fourth 

Thursday of the month. 

January –  There was a spin-in since we didn't have a speaker.   

February –  Chris Thomas-Flitcroft gave a talk about antique spinning wheels with lots 

of examples.  Some spinners find them as too finicky but spinning on a wheel where you 

can feel where others have worn down the treadle from their years of use has a certain 

satisfaction.  Finding out the history of a wheel can be a challenge but there are people 

who can look at a wheel, tell you the type of wood, the style, the time period and from 

that, where it was probably made.  Some wheels are signed which makes it just that much 

more exciting.  

March – There were far more people than usual at the meeting just to see the results of 

the Fiber Challenge.   

 

Special Events 

October Workshops - An all day beginning spinning class was held along with half day 

classes on the Turkish Drop Spindle, Dyeing Around the Color Wheel, the Navajo 

Spindle, Spinning 201(how to get more from your wheel), making Felted Soap, and using 

the Blending Board.  

Christmas Party – You are guaranteed a good time, good food and a great gift 

exchange.  Besides that there was a silent auction of the table decorations, two sweater 

contests for both ugly and pretty and a donation of warm clothes for the needy. 

Antique Spinning Wheel Showcase – There were 30 antique wheels at the 36th 

showcase.  The costumed spinners showed the interesting differences in their wheels and 

the fine yarn they could produce.  The 150 visitors could learn to card and spin on drop 

spindles or wheels.  The winning ticket for the raffle wheel was drawn at the end of the 

day on Sunday.  

 Fiber Challenge - The results of the challenge were amazing.  There were miles of spun 

yarn, 3 felted gnomes (a team effort by a couple), and needle felted pictures. Knitters out 

did themselves on lots of Faire Isle color work in hats, mittens and a sweater.  There was 

a crocheted IPad bag, a woven scarf, a basket, knit shawl and even an Elizabethan cowl.  

Apparently, there were quite a few who watched "Outlander" while spinning.  

Fiber Fair - There were vendors spread around the edges of the gym while spinners 

snaked in lines and groups within.  A beginning spinning class was offered as were 

demonstrations on Portuguese knitting, getting started with your spindle and how to 

prepare yarn skeins for competition.  There were door prizes and two huge raffle baskets 

that should keep a couple people busy spinning for the next year.   



 

 


